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Thank You.
FACT wishes to acknowledge the significance of Alan Turing through Craig
Morrison and Joel Cockrill’s expanded media practice as part of our
contribution to the Battle of Atlantic Anniversary. Artists, Craig Morrison and
Joel Cockrill, will be exhibiting their light work, Thank You, at the Battle of The
Atlantic Commemorations in Liverpool in May 2013.
Two powerful lasers will be programmed with Rolling Spheres or
‘Hyperboloids’ and will be positioned high above the city on The Royal Liver
Building. These light beams will sweep through the darkness, illuminating the
night sky, river and the sea with the message ‘Thank You’ in Morse code.
‘Thank You’ was originally commissioned by the Arts Council of Wales to
commemorate the centenary of British mathematical genius Alan Turing,
whose work at Bletchley Park was instrumental in cracking the Enigma Code.
This achievement went on to save many lives during the Battle of the Atlantic.
Turing’s work was crucial in cracking the U-Boat fleet coding known as ‘The
Enigma Code’. This naval code was far more complex than the similar coding
used by the German Air Force, leading Turing to develop ‘Banburismus’, a
statistical and logical technique of great elegance which allowed Britain to
finally break German coded communications.
The piece is being exhibited to thank and remember the men and women who
served in The Battle of the Atlantic, and to thank Alan Turing for the many
lives he helped save.
Thank You was originally inspired by Turing’s poetic Epitaph.
Hyperboloids of wondrous Light
Rolling for aye through Space and Time
Harbour there Waves which somehow Might
Play out God's holy pantomime.
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